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Notes from Costume and Fashion in the Plays of Jean-Baptiste Poquelin Molière:

A Seventeenth-Century Perspective by Stephen Varick Dock 

•   An understanding of the costumes Molière and his actors wore on stage 
presumes a knowledge of court dress from the 1660’s to the end of the century: 
formal court dress was required when protocol was being observed, the less 
formal town dress, and undress or déshabillé . . .

•   French fashion was created at the court and copied by everyone who could 
afford it. In fact, sumptuary laws were enacted numerous times to prevent rich 
bourgeois and aspiring nobles from attempting to outdress royals . . . 

•   Molière's fashionable characters attempt to adopt court fashions because, in the 
seventeenth century, appropriate dress was required for those aspiring to higher 
things. 



Notes from Costume and Fashion in the Plays of Jean-Baptiste Poquelin Molière:

A Seventeenth-Century Perspective by Stephen Varick Dock 
•   The basic fashion facts the reader should keep in mind are that in the period 
prior to 1670 Molière’s fashionable men were apt to wear a blond wig; a petite-
oie or ribbons trimming his hat, garment and shoes; abundant lace; a small 
doublet; large sleeves; expansive breeches; which cold either be haut-de-chausses 
or rhinegraves; lacy funnel-shaped knee decorations called canons. The 
rhinegraves resembled wide knickers.

•   Women’s costume for that period consisted of full bodices with wide, elbow-
length sleeves and long, full, floor-length skirts with an overskirt open in front to 
reveal an underskirt.

•  We will highlight and exaggerate one element on each character—flowers for 
Marianne, buttons for Cleante, lace for Elmire, old damask drapes for Madame 
Pernelle, ribbons for Valere, etc. And matched pairs will take piece of the other’s 
element such as Valere and Mariane.



Notes from Costume and Fashion in the Plays of Jean-Baptiste Poquelin Molière:

A Seventeenth-Century Perspective by Stephen Varick Dock 

•   In the nine plays written in the mid-1660’s, Molière describes a variety of 
imposters, their masks, and their disguise. Tartuffe, [etc.] all wear figurative 
masks. Molière lifts those masks, allowing us to see reality. Although Molière’s 
description of such masks was the major cause of these play’s notoriety, real 
disguise is also important.

•   Disguise is often a source of great humor, . . . ; however, Molière’s portrayals of 
the various masks of hypocrisy in society were revealingly accurate and caused a 
great stir in Louis XIV’s court.



Notes from Costume and Fashion in the Plays of Jean-Baptiste Poquelin Molière:

A Seventeenth-Century Perspective by Stephen Varick Dock 

•   In the original production Tartuffe wore a religious cassock and hat. Later 
productions saw him in a subdued version of fashionable dress with a smaller 
collar and fewer accessories.

•   Note cape that Tartuffe wears in each of old engravings and in most of them has 
a hat.

•   Tartuffe will transform at end of play….

• “Elmire removes that mask (IV iv 1374) by encouraging Tartuffe’s passion for her while 
Orgon hides beneath the table listening to their conversation. His Mask removed, Tartuffe 
takes on a new disguise, a citizen’s duty to his king, using this as an excuse to evict Orgon. In 
a beautiful line Dorine observes how cleverly Tartuffe has donned his new mantle to serve his 
own ends: How well he knows in a treacherous manner, to make for himself a lovely mantle 
of all we revere!.”
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